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Typical Aging:
üComplains about memory loss but

able to provide detailed examples
of forgetfulness
üOccasionally searches for words

 May have to pause to remember
directions, but doesn't get lost in
familiar places
ü Remembers recent important
events;   conversations are not
impaired
ü Interpersonal social skills are at the
  same level as they've always be

There is a difference between
Dementia and getting old both are two
completely separate issues and
should not be confused with
symptoms of Dementia and
Alzheimer’s Disease.Do not
accelerate symptoms by being
insensitive, impatient or glorifying the
disease in order to involve outside
help i.e social services and other
authorities who only want to interfere
to  keep jobs and maintain hard-up
local authority budgets and  no
understanding of whether it is Old
Age, Dementia or Alzheimer's
Disease.

Symptoms of Dementia:
ü Complain of memory loss only if
 asked;    unable to recall specific
  instances
ü  Frequent word-finding pauses,
    substitutions
ü  Gets lost in familiar places and takes
    excessive time to return home
ü  Notable decline in memory for recent
   events  and ability to converse
ü  Loss of interest in social activities;
    may behave in socially inappropriate
   ways

The Most Common  Forms Of  Mental Decline Associated With Aging Are:
Slower thinking and problem solving - The speed of learning slows down short-term memory takes longer to
function; reaction time increases. Decreased Attention And Concentration - More Distractedness. All of these
Interrupitons make Learning More Difficult. Slower recall - A Greater Need For Hints To Jog The Memory.

 Hard Up Local Authority  Forced Elderly Aunties Out Of
Their Home To Keep Nursing Home Opened and keep

jobs
Two aunties who lived together for 40 years were both taken from their home and forced to spend their days apart
in nursing homes in South Shields.  One of the Nursing Homes currently under Criminal investigation by Police are
still carrying out on-going investigations at St Michael’s Care Home South Shields involving unexplained deaths.
The other Nursing Home which is currently being threatened with closure with 90 jobs at risk  brought one of the
aunties to  the nursing home when the Local Authority forced her out of her own home in Reading Road South
Shields in July 2009. The ninety year old lady who was fit physically and of sound well-being died after only six
months under the care of Connelly House South Shields Local Authority.                                  She did not want to
live in any nursing home because of her fear of                                                            contracting an infection which
nursing homes actively host and prey on the elderly.
                                                                                    The  family of the dead woman who died unexpectedly after an
infection got in to her chest for a period of seven days before she died the authorities  could only stand and watch
whilst she was dying and family members were told they were not allowed to see her and witness what was
actually happening to her during this time of events taking place.  Her family are now seeking a High Court Enquiry
as to the Local Authority Powers which took their elderly aunty from her home and forced her in to Local Authority
Care.  A member of her family said that their aunty was a well and physical lady who did not take any medication
and did not frequent doctor surgeries and was expected to live until she was 100 years of age - the interference of
the local authority and forcefully administering her drugs which she would never have taken had she been left to
live in her own home  this has had a post  traumatic stress disorder which had fatal consequential affects which
lead to her unexpected death.

DONT CONFUSE DEMENTIA WITH NATURAL AGING
Dont allow local authorities to force your loved ones in to an elderly care homes just because they want to
keep jobs and generate revenue.  My aunt who is now been in a care home for over a year is left to lie in
her bed nobody to interact with and only staff who come in wash and feed her and also to take  £500 off
her each week for this obscene existence. Before going in to a care home she could feed herself she had
ongoing interaction  with family members and was able to sit up and move about in her bed now because
of the local authority who forced her in to care she cannot even move from side to side without help. South
Shields Local Authority are hard up local authorities and place like this where deaths are being
investigated should be closed down.
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